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FO RE W O RD

SUMMER SCHOOL ENGLISH LANGUAGE
CURRICULUM FRAMEWORK
The Summer School English Language Curriculum
Framework is planned in two parts as 9th -10th grades
and 11th -12th grades. The duration for each part is
determined as 48 hours. While A1-A2 levels are for
9th and 10th grade students, A2-A2+ levels are for 11th
and 12th grade students. The curriculum seeks to teach
students how to use English as a communication tool,
how to use technology effectively, and how to learn
how to study. According to their mental development
levels, the curriculum is meant to assist students to
develop their cognitive, emotional, psychomotor, and
intercultural communication abilities.

Communication methods can be employed for a variety
of goals, including improving speaking fluency, repeating
points that are unclear, and expressing the same emotion
using alternative words and structures.

This curriculum has been planned in accordance
with the descriptive and pedagogical principles of
the Common European Framework of Reference for
Languages (CEFR). The A1-A2+ Summer School
English Language Curriculum Framework is designed
to assist foreign language teachers in creating an
engaging and interactive classroom environment, as
well as students in understanding the importance of
developing foreign language learning for their personal,
social, and cultural development.

Oral narratives such as presentations and providing
opinions are carried out in speaking activities
without expecting a response from other people. The
presentation can be prepared or spontaneous (such
as giving short answers to questions about the topics
in a text that is read or heard). Dialogs are face-toface activities. The activities should be developed with
the different types of speech in mind in order for the
students to acquire the ability for oral narrative and
conversation. Students should be encouraged to express
themselves in the classroom through appropriate,
attractive, and interesting topics, and activities and/or
methods to improve speaking skills (dialog, discussion,
conversation, presentation, storytelling, communication
games, etc.) should be selected in accordance with their
levels.

Regarding the implementation of the A1-A2+ Summer
School English Language Curriculum Framework,
there is not a certain approach prescribed in accordance
with the Common European Framework of Reference
for Languages. Because the Common European
Framework of Reference for Languages considers
learners social agents to achieve everyday tasks using
the language, which goes with the Action-Oriented
Approach, the essence of which is what you can do
with the language rather than what or how much you
know. As long as the implementation of the curriculum
content caters for actions to be carried out using the
language, the methodology is up to the teacher. It is vital
that the teacher consider the needs, levels and interests
of the students.
One of the most essential objectives in foreign
language instruction is for students to be able to
communicate orally in the target language. Speaking
happens at the same time as the students’ cognitive
and psychomotor abilities. Effective skills, such as
the student’s self-confidence, also influence speaking.
Supporting factors include appropriately applying
pronunciation standards and successfully using
nonverbal communication techniques such as
gestures and mimes.

Furthermore, in the A1-A2+ Summer School English
Language Curriculum Framework, collaboration among
students is emphasized over competition because
collaborative activities are more in line with the natural
process of language learning, in which learners interact
with one another to negotiate meaning and practice
interpersonal skills necessary to become effective
communicators.

Within the Summer School English Language
Curriculum Framework, some in-class activities are
given as an example to give ideas to teachers. Teachers
can find preferred instructional materials which are
attractive in presentation, authentic in content/use,
culturally sensitive, unbiased toward learners’/others’
cultures/genders, and multisensory in design. Some
research-based and digital interactive activities are also
provided for the students who are digital natives.
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ESSENTIAL ISSUES FOR THE APPLICATION
OF THE SUMMER SCHOOL ENGLISH
LANGUAGE CURRICULUM FRAMEWORK
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▶

Communication in the classroom is in English as
much as possible.

▶

The main aim is to strengthen students’
communication skills, rather than covering all the
objectives in the curriculum framework.

▶

Real-life English is constantly practiced in various
contexts to effectively communicate in English.

▶

Four language skills are practiced in an integrated
way and parallel to the first language acquisition
process.

▶

Students are both active and creative participants
who provide input to each other during
communicative activities and produce language
materials and tasks with the guidance of their
teachers.

▶

Learners are allowed to discover meaning from
context and/or given clues.

▶

A variety of interaction types (individual work,
pair work, group work, whole class) are used
during the lessons.

▶

Unfamiliar topics are presented in English by
building on what is familiar to students.

▶

Multimedia and instructional technology tools are
used as much as possible to immerse students in
the authentic use of English.

▶

High motivation and a stress-free atmosphere are
supported through enjoyable and various types of
games and activities.

9th -10th GRADES (A1-A2 LEVELS)

9th-10th Grades Summer School English Language Curriculum Framework (A1-A2)
Themes

Learning Objectives

Activities and Games for Learning Objectives

Study
Time

Introduce Your Friend
Put the students in pairs. Give them 5 minutes to ask and answer the questions
about themselves and their family members. Then, have students introduce
their pairs to the class.
Similar and Different
Enable students to work in groups and ask them to write down three ways in
which s/he thinks s/he and his/her partner is similar and different. Students
are asked not to show their friends what they have written. Partners in the
groups tell each other about similarities and differences and then, discuss
whether what they have written were right or wrong.

1
Introducing
Yourself

2. Students will be able to exchange
personal information in both formal
and informal situations.
3. Students will be able to talk about
possessions.

Divide the class into two groups. Each group will choose a famous character.
Group members will inform the teacher about who they have chosen. Students
in Group B will start asking questions to the members of Group A to guess
who the famous person is. They will be limited to 5 questions. After asking
5 questions, if they can guess the name successfully, Group B will receive
1 point. Then, it will be Group A’s turn to ask questions. They will also try to
guess the name by asking 5 questions in total. The game will continue until
one of the groups collects 5 points.

4 hours

Job Interview
Prepare some common job interview questions to the class. First, students
will be asked to come up with more questions that could be asked in different
types of job interviews. After they have decided on the questions, each student
chooses their partner. Then, each pair performs a job interview to practice.
When each pair completes their practice, they perform the job interview in
front of all the class members.

Suggested Activities in Games and Activities Book 9:
Theme 1

• Find Someone Who (Activity 1, page 7)
• Pictionary on Board (Activity 2, page 7)

5

9th-10th Grades

1. Students will be able to introduce
themselves and their family
members.

Guess Who
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Themes

Learning Objectives

Activities and Games for Learning Objectives

Study
Time

Battle Tanks
The students will be put in pairs. In each pair, one student is the ‘tank’ and
the other student is the ‘driver’. There will be two teams playing each time.
The ‘tanks’ will be blindfolded. Two softballs will be placed somewhere in the
classroom. The drivers will give directions to their tank e.g., go straight, turn
right, etc. to find the softball. When a tank touches the ball, s/he can take off
their blindfold and tries to hit the other team’s tank with the softball. If the ball
hits the tank, the team wins. If the ball misses, the tank puts his/her blindfold
back on and the driver guides the tank to the ball again. When a team wins,
the game is repeated with the next four students and so on.
Town Plan
1. Students will be able to ask about
and describe their neighborhoods.
2. Students will be able to ask about

2
the location of things and places.
My
Environment 3. Students will be able to give
directions.

4. Students will be able to make
comparisons.

Put students in groups of 6. Give each group copies of a map and a set of
information cards which have information about the places on the map. Each
group tries to collect all the information and mark it on their map. The groups
now have to plan a weekend trip in the town. They will decide which places
they want to see. They have to organize a walking tour. They are not allowed
to use any transportation. They will discuss the best directions to visit all the
places they would like to see. The group members will report their walking
route to the class members.
Suggested Activities in Games and Activities Book 9:
Theme 1

• Don’t Say the Word (Activity 5, page 9)
• Lost ID Cards (Activity 6, page 10)

• If False, Correct it! (Activity 7, page 11)
• Missing Places (Activity 9, page 12),

• How can I get there? (Activity 11, page 13)
Theme 2

• Around the House (Activity 3, page 29)

• Comparative Chain (Activity 6, page 30)

• Finding Locations on the Map (Activity 8, page 31)

9th-10th Grades

• Listening (Activity 9, page 32)

6

4 hours

9th -10th GRADES (A1-A2 LEVELS)

Themes

Learning Objectives

Activities and Games for Learning Objectives

Study
Time

Think-Pair-Share

3
Preferences

2. Students will be able to talk about
their likes/dislikes, preferences of
hobbies and free-time activities.
3. Students will be able to refuse and
accept an invitation.
4. Students will be able to express
their preferences of movies.

The main element of this activity is peer interaction which provides active
learner engagement. There are three steps to follow in the process of the
activity. First, the students are given a list of 5 movies to think about
independently for some time. Then, they work in pairs and discuss their
opinions. In the last step, they share their likes and dislikes about the movies
with the whole group. In this way, a great deal of interaction may occur while
students actively reflect on their ideas.

4 hours

Suggested Activities in Games and Activities Book 9:
Theme 3

• Giving Your Opinion (Activity 6, pages 53)

• Preferences Board Game (Activity 7, page 53)
• Lovely Weekend (Activity 8, page 54)
• Quick Decline (Activity 9, page 54)

7

9th-10th Grades

1. Students will be able to express
their opinions about free-time
activities.
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Themes

Learning Objectives

Activities and Games for Learning Objectives

Study
Time

Battle Tanks

1. Students will be able to talk about
their daily routines.

4
Daily
Routines

2. Students will be able to ask and
answer questions about their daily
activities and the frequencies of
those activities.
3. Students will be able to talk about
their abilities.

Ask every student in the class to fill in a timetable that shows their daily
routines. After students complete the timetables, collect the timetables.
Divide students into two groups. One student from Group A and one student
from Group B will be asked to leave the classroom. Members of Group A and
B will try to guess their friend’s timetable. During their discussion, they will ask
questions such as “Does s/he play football on weekends? / Does s/he take
any language courses on Saturdays?” etc. Then, students will come back to
the classroom. Compare students’ timetable and the timetable that the other
group members have guessed. The group which makes more correct guesses
wins.
Oral Presentation
Start a discussion about the famous people who have been very successful,
e.g., Aziz Sancar, Elon Musk, Canan Dağdeviren, etc. Then, each student will
choose a famous person. Students will be given time to search for information
about the famous person and they will prepare an oral presentation about the
daily routines of that person. After each student makes his/her presentation,
students will have a whole-class discussion on the common daily routines of
the successful people.
Suggested Activities in Games and Activities Book 9:
Theme 4

• An Ordinary Day (Activity 5, page 76)

• Getting to know each other (Activity 6, page 76)
• The Wheel Game (Activity 7, page 77)

9th-10th Grades

• How often do you…? (Activity 8, page 77)

8

4 hours

9th -10th GRADES (A1-A2 LEVELS)

Themes

Learning Objectives

Activities and Games for Learning Objectives

Study
Time

Travel Plans
Explain the imaginary situation below to students:

2. Students will be able to use the
most frequently used expressions
to buy a flight/bus/train ticket.

5
Travelling

3. Students will be able to book
a room at a hotel/a table in a
restaurant, etc.
4. Students will be able to take part
in a dialogue in a group to make a
travel plan.

Role Play: At the Restaurant
Put students in groups of four. One of the group members will act as the
waiter/waitress at a restaurant. Other group members will act as a group of
friends ordering food at a restaurant. Students will be provided with a menu
and role-play cards. They will prepare it in 5 minutes and then act it out.

4 hours

Suggested Activities in Games and Activities Book 9:
Theme 6

• Different Places, Different People (Activity 5, pages 124)
• Find the Country (Activity 6, page 124)

• Dreaming of Somewhere (Activity 7, page 125)
• At the Cafe (Activity 8, page 125)

• Enjoy Your Meal (Activity 9, page 126)

9

9th-10th Grades

1. Students will be able to take part in
a dialogue about ordering food at a
restaurant/cafe.

“You have got a one-week holiday and you plan to spend it together with your
friends. You meet at a cafe to organize your holiday. Prepare an individual
plan and share it with your pair. This individual plan should be a detailed one
including your ideas about where to go, how to go there, where to stay, and
what to do during your holiday, etc. After everybody’s plan is discussed one
by one, you should make a final plan. Each one of you should speak for at
least 3 minutes. Record your discussion. Listen to your task with your pair.
Reflect on your performance with your pair and please record your reflection
session.”
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Themes

Learning Objectives

Activities and Games for Learning Objectives

Study
Time

What Are They Doing?
Put students into two equal groups and the one group is given a copy of a
picture with 10 people who are performing different actions and the other
group is provided with a copy of a different picture on which there is one
missing person. Each student in each group is asked to tell what each
different person is doing on the given picture. The group members who have
the missing person try to find who this person is and what s/he is doing by
asking questions.
1. Students will be able to describe
current actions in pictures.

6
Current
Actions

2. Students will be able to do the
shopping.
3. Students will be able to talk about
what is happening at the time of
speaking.

Pantomime
Several piles of small pieces of paper with descriptions of people (e.g., an old
man or a bus conductor), names of objects, photos or drawings of people and
objects are provided to the students. Each student in the class takes a piece
of paper from a pile and mimes the person or the object. The other students
guess. Performances of each student are discussed as a class to choose the
best mimer.
Suggested Activities in Games and Activities Book 9:
Theme 5

• What is Happening? (Activity 13, page 105)

• Whom are You Thinking of? (Activity 14, page 105)
Suggested Activities in Games and Activities Book 10:
Theme 10

9th-10th Grades

• Build a Shopping Dialogue (Activity 7, page 247)

10

4 hours

9th -10th GRADES (A1-A2 LEVELS)

Themes

Learning Objectives

Activities and Games for Learning Objectives

Study
Time

Case-Study-Based Group Discussion

2. Students will be able to make
7
requests.
Suggestions
and
3. Students will be able to express
Obligations
obligations, responsibilities, and
prohibitions in social life.

Gallery Walk
The aim of this activity is to talk about the well-known quotes written on the
walls in the classroom. Before the activity, stick four sheets of paper, including
quotes from famous people and some questions about the quotes onto the
walls. Then, students walk around the classroom and discuss the quotes in
groups.

4 hours

Suggested Activities in Games and Activities Book 9:
Theme 8

• Rules and Prohibitions (Activity 3, pages 159)
• Chain Drill (Activity 4, page 159)

• Home Accidents (Activity 5, page 160)

• In Case of Emergency (Activity 6, page 160)

11

9th-10th Grades

1. Students will be able to ask for and
give advice/suggestions.

Give different cases to students which are related to difficult real-life situatons.
First, students read their cases in detail and try to give suggestions for the
given ones. Then, they try to find solutions to them during their discussions
in groups by reflecting on their relevant experience. When they finish talking
about a case, a new one is provided, and so they discuss four or five cases
during class time.

SUMMER SCHOOL ENGLISH LANGUAGE CURRICULUM FRAMEWORK

Themes

Learning Objectives

Activities and Games for Learning Objectives

Study
Time

Philosophical Chairs

1. Students will be able to describe
past events.
2. Students will be able to talk about
sequential actions.

8
Past Actions 3. Students will be able to describe

characters and settings in an event
in the past.

4. Students will be able to describe
habits and routines in the past.

Divide students into two groups. Give students a controversial past event. First,
they choose a side in their groups (based on their agreement or disagreement
with the topic). Then, after getting prepared to speak for a while by searching
the Internet and talking to each other, they discuss the topics in groups. If they
change their mind during the discussion, they change their sides, too. Monitor
students and give feedback when necessary.

Suggested Activities in Games and Activities Book 9:
Theme 7

• Last Vacation (Activity 11, pages 145)

• Did You Know? (Activity 12, page 146)
Suggested Activities in Games and Activities Book 10:
Theme 3

• Listen and Decide! (Activity 9, page 66)

Theme 4

9th-10th Grades

• Then and Now (Activity 5, page 84)

12

6 hours

9th -10th GRADES (A1-A2 LEVELS)

Themes

Learning Objectives

Activities and Games for Learning Objectives

Study
Time

Fishbowl Activity

2. Students will be able to make
predictions about the future.

9
3. Students will be able to talk about
Future Plans
their own plans for the future.
4. Students will be able to express
their ideas in unplanned situations.

Bingo
Students are asked to brainstorm a list of exciting or interesting experiences
they will have in the following summer holiday. Students write these
experiences on a blank Bingo board. On your signal, students mingle searching
for someone who has the same summer plan. The first person with 5 initialed
affirmatives in a row shout ‘’Bingo’’ and wins the game.

6 hours

Creating Digital Stories
Divide students into groups of five. Ask them to create a digital story by using
an application about the future technology and youth.
Suggested Activities in Games and Activities Book 10:
Theme 2

• Common Future (Activity 4, page 29)

13

9th-10th Grades

1. Students will be able to describe
future plans and arrangements.

Divide students into two groups; an inner group and an outer group, seated
in two circles. The first group of students (the inner group) discusses what
environmental problems we will face in 2050 and what we will do to overcome
those problems by asking questions and sharing their opinions. The second
group (the outer group) surrounds the first group in a circle, observing and
listening to the problem-solving efforts of the first group. They may contribute
to the discussion by giving comments, advice, and guidance to the students
in the first group. At the end of a period of time, the students in each circle
switch roles to practice being both contributors and listeners in a group
discussion.

SUMMER SCHOOL ENGLISH LANGUAGE CURRICULUM FRAMEWORK

Themes

Learning Objectives

Activities and Games for Learning Objectives

Study
Time

Snowball Discussion
Have students work in pairs to talk about the national and international
festivals and share their ideas on the similarities and differences among these
festivals. Then, the pairs join other pairs. This time, two pairs share their ideas.
After that, groups of four join together to form groups of eight, and so on
until the whole class comes together as one large discussion group. Thus, a
collaborative learning atmosphere can be created.

10
Traditions
and
Culture

1. Students will be able to deliver
a short speech using visuals on
traditions.
2. Students will be able to take part
in a dialogue about introducing
national and international festivals.

Creating Digital Stories
Divide students into groups of four. Ask them to create a digital story by using
a storyjumper application about the traditions and culture of their country.

Suggested Activities in Games and Activities Book 9:
Theme 9

• Future Plans (Activity 4, page 186)

9th-10th Grades

• Three Days in Italy (Activity 10, page 189)

14

4 hours

9th -10th GRADES (A1-A2 LEVELS)

Themes

Learning Objectives

Activities and Games for Learning Objectives

Study
Time

Strip Story

11
Telling
Stories

2. Students will be able to retell a
story by describing characters and
places.
3. Students will be able to talk about a
historical legendary figure in Turkish
history.

Tell Us a Story

4 hours

Divide students into groups of four to seven. Each member of the group is
asked to retell his/her version of a story as a legendary figure with the same
basic plot. Each student is asked to write the basic stages of the story and
guess the legendary figure. When everyone has told their stories, ask students
to reveal who each legendary figure is.
Suggested Activities in Games and Activities Book 10:
Theme 3

• Order the Story (Activity 2, page 61)

15

9th-10th Grades

1. Students will be able to act out a
story as a legendary figure.

Select a story about a historical legendary figure in Turkish history. Each
sentence is written on a separate strip of paper. It is important that there are
enough number of sentences for each student in the class. Give each student
a strip of paper with one sentence on it. The student does not show his/
her sentence to other class members. Each student is given two minutes to
memorize his/her sentence. Then, collect all the papers. Tell students that the
sentences they have memorized make up a story and asks students to put
their sentences in a meaningful sequence to complete the story. The students
are not allowed to write anything. Students present the order of sentences
they have decided and tell the story. Give them feedback on their sequence.
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11th-12th Grades Summer School Language Framework (A2-A2+)
Themes

Learning Objectives

Activities and Games for Learning Objectives

Study
Time

Choose your Corner
Prepare four cardboards with the verbs make, feel, work, and get, and 20
cards with words which go with the verbs (… a film, … a present, … ill, …
in an office, etc.). Give the cardboards to four students and have them stay
in the four corners of the classroom. Give each of the other students a card
with the word(s) which go with one of the four verbs. Tell them to go to the
student with the correct cardboard for their words. When all students are in
the ‘corner’ of their choice, the students with the verbs check the ‘words’ in
their corners. They may send the wrong ‘words’ to another corner at this point.
Check all the words and give feedback. Give the summary of the frequently
used collocations belonging to those categories by writing them on the board.
1. Students will be able to name
collocations with make, feel, work,
and get.
2. Students will be able to talk about
themselves and their personalities.

1
Getting to
Know
Each Other

3. Students will be able to make
a digital story by creating funny
characters.
4. Students will be able to ask for
clarification.
5. Students will be able to exchange
ideas about their life preferences.
6. Students will be able to agree or
disagree with others by sharing
their opinions about celebrities.

Who am I?
Hand out paper sheets and tell students to write four interesting sentences
about themselves: two for their likes and two for their dislikes. Tell them that
one of the sentences will have false information. Warn them they shouldn’t
write their names and they are not to show their information to anyone. You
can give examples based on your own likes and dislikes. When they finish
writing, collect the papers and put them in a basket. Tell students to stand up
and pick a piece of paper from the basket. Tell them to read out the information
written and try to find the person who wrote it by asking yes/no questions.
Depending on the students’ levels, you can use any structure.
Colors Tell Something
Ask the following questions to your students. What is your favorite color? How
do you think that your color tells something about your personality? Search
colors’ meaning about personality. Next, choose the color that you don’t like
and search its meaning about personality as well. Discuss them with your
friend. Analyze the chart below.
BLACK

You are intelligent and love to discuss serious things.

BLUE

You like fresh air and being outdoors and tell others what to do.

BROWN You like to be in charge and tell others what to do.
GREEN

You care about the environment and love animals.

PINK You love to laugh and dont take things too seriously.
PURPLE You like to be alone and “do your own thing”.
RED You have strong feelings and a quick temper.
WHITE You love things to be neat and clean, and you always plan ahead.

11th-12th Grades

YELLOW You are a happy, friendly person, and you love being in the sun.

Do you and your partner have the personality explained for your favorite colors?

16

8 hours

11th-12th GRADES (A2-A2+ LEVELS)

Themes

Learning Objectives

Activities and Games for Learning Objectives

Study
Time

Creating Digital Stories
Tell your students to work in groups and create a digital story about funny
people talking about their strange appearance and personality. They should
use a free application to create it.
Curiosity Game
Write several ice-breaker questions on the sticky side of post-it notes and stick
them on the board. Each student takes turns choosing one sticky note and
answering the question on the back. He/she then chooses another student to
answer the same question.
False Game
Give each student three post-it notes, on two notes, he/she writes something
true about herself/himself: on the third one something false. Students share
their notes in groups of 4-5 and try to guess which statement is each player’s
false one.
Celebrity Game
Write the name of a well-known person on a sticky note (write enough names
so that everyone in the class has one). Stick a note on each student’s back.
Students ask their classmates one yes/no question at a time until they have
figured out who is on their back.
Suggested Activities in Games and Activities Book 11:
Theme 2

• Rather or Not? (Activity 2, page 28)

• Do You Prefer …? (Activity 10, page 33)
Theme 9

• Could You Be More Explicit? (Activity 5, page 170)

Suggested Activities in Games and Activities Book 12:
Theme 1

• Debate (Activity 6, page 9)

17

11th-12th Grades

1
Getting to
Know
Each Other

SUMMER SCHOOL ENGLISH LANGUAGE CURRICULUM FRAMEWORK

Themes

Learning Objectives

Activities and Games for Learning Objectives

Study
Time

Question Race

1. Students will be able to ask
Whquestions and talk about each
other.
2. Students will be able to define and
use the vocabulary items they have
learned.

2
Words Tell
Something

3. Students will be able to understand
parts of a story and come up with
the whole story by commenting on
parts together with their friends.
4. Students will be able to write their
own cartoons within the groups.
5. Students will be able to make
comments about moral values and
norms in different cultures
6. Students will be able to discuss
manners in different cultures.

11th-12th Grades

7. Students will be able to make
comments on moods by looking at
flashcards.

Divide the class into two groups as Group A and Group B and ask students to
sit facing each other. Give five cards to each one. Tell the students that they
will write five sentences each in any tense with objects and time markers and
underline a part of the sentences to turn into questions. Remind them that
they need to underline a different part for each sentence. When they finish
writing and underlying their sentences, tell the students to put their cards
faced down on a desk. Next, each member from Group A will go and pick up
a card from one of the students from Group B, go back and form a question of
the underlined part in a minute. Then it will be Group B’s turn to do the same
activity. In the end, give feedback to the whole class.
Definitions Lists
Choose a vocabulary topic (this can be vocabulary you have recently studied
or a topic you want to introduce). Tell students to write a list of ten words they
associate with this topic. To make the activity shorter, reduce the number of
words. Pre-teach or revise structures for definitions, e.g. It’s a thing which /
that ... You use it for ... You find this in ... It’s an animal / object / place ... It’s
the opposite of ... etc. Tell students to look at their lists and give them a few
minutes to think of how they can define these words. Now students work in
pairs (or groups of three) and define their words to the rest of the class. The
class must guess the word they are defining.
Order the Story
Before the class, find a cartoon with at least four vignettes. The cartoon
can be with or without a dialogue. The more vignettes and more elements
in the story, the more difficult the task is. Print the cartoon and cut up the
vignettes. Put students into pairs and divide the vignettes equally between
student A and student B. Give students time to think about how to describe
their pictures and ask for any vocabulary they need. Pre-teach any difficult
vocabulary that has not come up as well as phrases for talking about pictures
and sequencing, e.g. In my picture there is ... I can see ... I think this is the first/
second last picture ... Then ... After that ... Tell students to work together to put
the story in the correct order.
Write the Dialogue
Wake a comic strip, cartoon or unusual image in which there are several
people or characters. If there is dialogue or captions, blank it out. Display
the comic strip / cartoon / image and elicit ideas from students about what is
happening in it. Elicit answers for the following questions: Who are the people
/ characters? What are they doing? What happens next? What are they saying
to each other? Put students in pairs or small groups. Tell them to work together
and write the dialogue and/or captions for the comic strip, cartoon or image.
Students practice their dialogues and read their version out to the class.
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Dream Game
Each student dreams about his/her favorite country. Give each student
a post-it note flag to place on his/her favorite country on your classroom
world map. After everyone has placed their post-it, students try to guess
who owns the note.
Guess It
Have each student write five facts about himself/herself on a post-it note, then
put the notes on the board (Write one fact about you, too). Choose one and
read it aloud. Try to guess who has written it. When you get the right student,
that person takes a turn with the remaining notes. Continue until all the notes
are gone.
Getting to Know Your Favorite Country
One of the students talks about the topics below / other students try to guess
the country and they take turns.
• Tell about the lifestyles of the people in that country.
• Tell about the cuisine.

• Tell something you want to do in that country.

• Tell about something you want to learn in that country.
Speaking Club
Speaking Topics: What are my five best qualities? / What are three adjectives
would you use to describe yourself? / What’s your favorite country? What
does it mean to you? / What does my dream country look
like?
Suggested Activities in Games and Activities Book 11:
Theme 10

• Let’s Talk About Values (Activity 5, page 184)

Suggested Activities in Games and Activities Book 12:
Theme 5

• Guess My Feeling (Activity 1, page 97)

• How Would You Feel? (Activity 4, page 98)
Theme 7

• Unjumble the Story (Activity 5, page 154)
• Song Stories (Activity 8, page 156)
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What’s the Question?

1. Students will be able to ask and
answer questions about their
personal experiences.
2. Students will be able to discuss
and agree on something.

3
Personal
Experience

3. Students will be able to compare
and contrast photos and speculate
on them.
4. Students will be able to state
reasons while giving clear detailed
descriptions about physical
appearances.
5. Students will be able to report on
the appearances and personalities
of other people.

Write a list of questions (one per student in your class) relating to your chosen
topic. For example, if your topic is about music, you could think of questions
such as Who is your favorite singer? What is your favorite music to dance to?
What’s the best concert you have ever been to? Who is a singer / group you
dislike? etc. Adapt the questions to the level of your class. Give each student
a question. Tell students to write the answer to their question (but not the
question itself) on a piece of paper or a sticky label. Tell them not to show
anyone their answer yet. Tell the class the topic (e.g. music, sports, etc). Give
students five minutes with a partner to brainstorm possible questions related
to this topic. Now tell students to stand up and stick their label on their chest
or hold their paper with their answer in front of them. Students move around
the room and ask each other questions to try to discover the questions that
the other students were originally asked. Encourage students to ask follow-up
questions and try to have a conversation, e.g.
Student A: What’s the best concert you’ve ever been to?
Student B: Robbie Williams’ concert.
Student A: When was the concert?
Student B: In 2017.
Student A: Why was it good?
Student B: Yes, it was good because ...
Give feedback and ask students what they have found out.

Which Game?

11th-12th Grades

You and a friend of yours are deciding which video game to play after school.
Decide together which game you will play, which house you will go to and
who you will invite. (Two students will choose different games and try to
persuade the other. Before you come to an agreement, remember to discuss
all the options in detail and discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the
different options.
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What is the Difference?
Follow the instructions below by using the picture.

Describe each picture in general (e.g. talk about the place and the people
living there, where they are, speculate about what can happen, etc.). Describe
any obvious differences or similarities between the photos. Speculate about
how the people in the photo are feeling, or how they live in these areas.
Getting to Know Your Favorite Country
Students write five fun facts about themselves and turn the paper in to you.
Write each fact on a post-it along with a matching one with that student’s
name. When students are not in the room, put the post-its all around the room.
Students race to match the names with the correct facts (they can’t match
their own name).
Portrait Game
Have each student draw a self-portrait and display them on a bulletin board
in the class. Each person writes a positive adjective describing each of his/
her classmates on a star-shaped sticky note and sticks it to the selfportrait.
Do this activity in one day or over a period of time, and let students take their
portraits home.
Speaking Club
Speaking Topics: What are qualities that you want for yourself? /What
would my friends say about me?
Suggested Activities in Games and Activities Book 12:
Theme 2

• Broken Sentences (Activity 5, page 28)
• Name the Trait! (Activity 8, page 29)

• You’ve Got a Message (Activity 10, page 31)
• Finish My Sentences (Activity 11, page 31)
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Choosing a Job
You want a part-time job in order to earn some money. Discuss the two job
advertisements with a member of staff at the job agency. Decide which job
you will apply for and why. When you discuss a topic and give reasons for
your opinions, try to include some complex sentences. For example, use
words such as although / even though, nevertheless, and however to make
contrasts.
1. Students will be able to compare
and contrast different part-time
jobs.

A part-time waiter needed to work in our popular city-center café.
Hours: 6 – 10 p.m. Mon – Fri. £6.50 an hour plus tips.

2. Students will be able to talk to
people about their summer plans.

A sports coach needed to work at our weekend activity camps. Hours:
10 a.m. 6 p.m. Sat and Sun. £6.50 an hour.

3. Students will be able to write
simple pieces about concepts
related to past experiences.

4
Join Us

4. Students will be able to give each
other suggestions about their
mistakes and possible solutions to
the mistakes.
5. Students will be able to distinguish
between formal and informal
language while accepting and
declining requests.
6. Students will be able to act out
a self-prepared dialogue about
requests/favors.
7.

Students will be able to speak
about accpeting, refusing,
apologizing and giving reasons.

A gardener needed to work part-time at High fleet Hall. Hours: 8 a.m.
to 3 p.m. Sat and Sun. £6.50 an hour.

A receptionist needed to work in the evenings at the Gallery of
Modern Art. Hours: 7 – 10 p.m. Mon – Fri. £8.00 an hour.
Which job do you prefer? Why? Why not the other job?
A Trip with a Friend
Make students put the phrases into the correct groups.
a. Making suggestions

b. Accepting a suggestion

c. Declining a suggestion

d. Expressing no preference

1.

Do you fancy …? Either suggestion is fine by me.

2.

I don’t mind. I don’t think that’s a great idea.

3.

I like that idea. I’d rather not. It would be nice …

4.

I’m not sure about that. I’m not very keen on that idea.

5.

Let’s do that. Shall we …? Yes. Why not?

6.

That sounds like a great idea. That’s a really good plan.

7.

They’re both good ideas. We could always … Let’s …

8.

What a good idea! What about …? Why don’t we …?

You are planning a trip with a friend to a famous town in Türkiye.

11th-12th Grades

Discuss the details of the trip with your friend and agree on:
places to stay
ways to travel around
interesting buildings, monuments, etc.
restaurants with different tastes
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Bingo
Brainstorm a list of exciting or interesting experiences students want to have
in the summer holiday. Students write these experiences on a blank Bingo
board. On your signal, students mingle searching for someone who has the
same summer plan. The first person with five initialed affirmatives in a row
shouts ‘’Bingo’’.
Oral Presentation
Choose a trendy topic like metaverse, augmented reality in education,
simulation classes, etc. Search them and search for extra information. Then
decide if you are for or against it in terms of its use in education. Prepare a
5-minute talk. Give each student an unusual photograph and ask him/her to
create a story to go along with the photo. After students have planned their
stories, have them share their pictures and their stories. Students invite their
friends to an important meeting. Roleplay the situation with their classmates.
Students organize a party and write invitation cards for the diplomats,
celebrities, presidents, etc.

Speaking Club
Speaking Topics: How did my past shape me in who I am today? / What are
10 life lessons you have learned so far? / What did I learn about myself in
the last year? /What’s one thing in my life I have to let go off to reach my true
potential/What’s a little thing I can change that will have a big impact?

Suggested Activities in Games and Activities Book 11:
Theme 7

• Explore It! (Activity 3, page 117)

• Cities Talk! (Activity 12, page 123)
Suggested Activities in Games and Activities Book 12:
Theme 6

• Requests in Places (Activity 1, page 130)
• Caption This (Activity 2, page 130)

• Request Prompter (Activity 6, page 132)
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Who’s Telling the Truth?

1. Students will be able to ask and
comment on the questions about
their friends’ lives.
2. Students will be able to describe a
picture.
3. Students will be able to make a
digital story about technology and
the youth by co-operating with their
friends.

5
Sharing
Ideas

4. Students will be able to express
regrets, wishes and apologies
about their past and present
experiences.
5. Students will be able to narrate the
events and experiences in the past.
6. Students will be able to exchange
ideas and feelings such as
surprise, happiness, interest, and
indifference about experiences.

Have each student write three facts about themselves that nobody in the class
knows on a piece of paper. Make sure each student includes their name on
the top of the page. Collect the sheets of paper and bring three students to
the front of the classroom. Read aloud one of the facts that is true for one of
these three students. All the three students claim that the fact is theirs, and
the class then proceeds to question them in an attempt to determine who is
telling the truth and who is giving a false statement. Each student is allowed
to ask one question to one of the three students. After a round of questioning,
the students guess who is telling the truth.
Variations on the Game Taboo
For variation 1, create a presentation with a noun on each slide. Have one
student come to the front of the room and sit with their back to the presentation.
The rest of the students take turns describing the words on the slides, and the
student at the front has to guess them. For variation 2, separate the students
into groups of four or five. Place a pile of cards with random nouns in the
center of each group. Have students take turns describing a noun for their
group members to guess. The group member who guesses correctly keeps
the card, so there’s competition to see who has the most cards at the end of
the game. Variation 3 is for advanced speakers. Separate the class into two
teams. Students are given a word to describe to their teammates, in addition
to a list of words that they cannot use in their description. Each student should
have two to three minutes to see how many words their teammates can guess.
Descriptive Drawing Activity

Pair up the students and give each student a picture, placing it face down so
partners cannot see each other’s cards. They must describe the picture for
their partner to draw.
Creating Digital Stories
Work in groups. Create a digital story about technology and youth. Use a
free application to create it.
Speaking Club

Speaking Topics: What’s something I thought I couldn’t do but did
anyway? / What does my inner critic tell me? Set it straight. / When do I
feel most relaxed, happy, surprised, sad, etc.?
Suggested Activities in Games and Activities Book 11:
Theme 4

• Tell Me About Yourself (Activity 6, page 70)

11th-12th Grades

• Jumbled Story (Activity 7, page 71)

Theme 5

• As You Wish (Activity 1, page 89)

• Life Has No Backspace! (Activity 7, page 92)
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Secret Word
Students are given a random topic and a random word that is unrelated to the
topic. The students must hide the word in a speech about the topic—they’re
trying to make sure the other students can’t guess the secret word. The other
students listen carefully to the speech and attempt to guess the secret word.

6
Let’s Play
with
Language

Impromptu Speaking

2. Students will be able to participate
in an informal conversation,
speculating on the things said by
their friends about their lives.

Prepare a list of topics that students will be able to talk about. Split the class
into two teams, and have each student choose a number—that’s the order
they will go in. Each student will respond to a statement without preparation.
They must continue speaking for 45 seconds.

3. Students will be able to make an
animated video about the theme
of friendship and strange and fun
dialogues between friends.

Island Activity

4. Students will be able to make a
presentation about unusual/odd
news stories.
5. Students will be able to make
suggestions about improving
human rights.
6. Students will be able to make
complaints and offer solutions to
environmental /energy problems.

Give each student a piece of paper and tell them to draw an item. Collect the
drawings and pass them again; no student should receive their own drawing.
Next, tell the students that they’ve been stranded on a desert island, and only
half of the class can survive and continue to inhabit the island. The only thing
each student will have on the island is the item depicted in the drawing given
to them, and their goal is to convince the class that they can survive based
on that item.

8 hours

Two Truths
Each student should write three statements about themselves on a piece of
paper. Two of them should be true, and one should be a false statement. Students read their three statements, and their classmates question them to try
to determine which statement is a false one.
This is My Animated Video
Tell students that they are going to create animated videos with a free application. Tell them that you expect them to create fun videos about the theme
of friendship.
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Story Chain
Students sit in a circle. Student A starts a story with “Once Upon a Time”. Each
student adds 2-3 sentences to the story, keeping consistent with what his/her
classmates have already said. They continue around the circle and finish with
“And they lived happily after.”. Students ask each other for advice for any of
several types of problems: environmental problems, human rights problems,
relationship problems, educational problems, or business problems, etc.
Students plan a field trip to a sports game, an elaborate holiday meal, details
for room and board at a family reunion, etc. Then act them out.
Speaking Club

6
Let’s Play
with
Language

Speaking Topics: What does environment mean to me? / What can I talk
about nature/energy for 5 minutes straight? / What are 5 things you want to
do to save energy? / What change do you want to see in nature and your
environment today? How can you make that happen?
Suggested Activities in Games and Activities Book 11:
Theme 6

• Circle of Criticism Activity 7, page 106)

Suggested Activities in Games and Activities Book 12:
Theme 3

• Finding Solutions (Activity 8, page 49)
• Reshape Life (Activity 12, page 51)

Theme 8

• Excellent Advice (Activity 2, page 167)
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• What’s Going on? (Activity 3, page 168)
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